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Why Mobilisten?

Real-time conversation without leaving the app.

Chat round-the-clock.

In-app chat portal.

In-app messaging experience in real-time

Drive your mobile app engagement, conversion, and 

retention with AI-powered chats.
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Conversational service

Support your customers from wherever they are. 

Improve customer satisfaction and increase retention 

by conversing with your customers in real-time.

AI-assistant at your service
Enhance mobile app user engagement with Zobot that 

intelligently captures and qualifies customers for quick 

conversions. Zobots work 24/7, never leaving 

customers unattended.
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Smart notification
Deliver real-time updates and reach 

customers at the right time with push 

notifications.
Thursday, August 2

09:41

Cool savings with top deals on summer essentials
today.

Top summer deals

Z Zylker

AT&T

Zoho SalesIQ

Self-service
Support your customers with 

contextual help right at their 

fingertips with the in-chat

 knowledgebase for quick 

resolutions.



Master languages 
Maximize global communication with in-app 

translation into 27 languages. 

Make it your own

Customize your Mobilisten to match your app's 

unique aesthetic for a personalized touch. 
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Rich media support
Your customers can send and receive images,

video, and GIFs, boosting conversational 

customer experience.

2 minute setup!

Mobilisten comes with a ready-to-use customizable 

chat interface with a start chat button to go! It's way

easier than copying and pasting from Stack Overflow.

Easy debugging

Make it easy for your support 

team to fix customer issues faster with a

full view of  the relevant device information.
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Intuitive user 
experience

Build a consistent experience 

across platforms with native iOS 

and Android components, making 

it feel more like an integrated 

part of the app.

 Integration
Mobilisten supports all integrations done in 

SalesIQ like CRM, Helpdesk, Analytics, and 

much more, increasing your app’s e�cacy.

Zoho SalesIQ

https://apps.apple.com/app/apple-store/id1094699978
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zoho.salesiq


Intuitive user 
experience

mobilisten.io  |  @zohosalesiq

Ever since we added Mobilisten to our apps, we've 
increased the scope of customer engagement and 
support with one of the most advanced chatbots 

that helped us exceed exceptional results.

“
Vijay Srinivas

CEO | tinysurprise.com

Scan the below QR code to have a 

look at our sample app

https://www.zoho.com/salesiq/lp/mobilisten.html
https://twitter.com/zohosalesiq



